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HERON S. COLLINS AND WOLFGANG RUESS
EXAMPLE: Spaces of continuous linear operators L c (X,Y)^L e ((X' c )' c ,Y)^(X'
c
S locally compact Hausdorff
We quote now from L. Schwartz' paper [54] the basic general facts on ε-products which will be needed throughout the paper. 1. Weak compactness and weak conditional compactness in spaces of operators. In this section we develop the fundamental results on weak convergence in the operator space L e (X' c , Y). We also discuss weak conditional compactness, i.e. the problem of when a given sequence of operators in L e (X' c , 7) has a weak Cauchy subsequence. The results are then specified to spaces of compact operators and injective tensor products. Applications to vector-valued functions are given in §4.
(0.6.0) Ifh is a linear operator from X' into Y, then we have: h belongs to XεY, i.e. is continuous from X[ into Y, if (and only if) it is weak*-weakly (σ( X\ X) -σ( Y, Y')) continuous and transforms the equicontinuous subsets of X' into relatively compact subsets of Y\ equivalently, if (and only if) it is weak*-weakly continuous and its restrictions to the equicontinuous subsets of
LA General results. The key tool for an understanding of weak convergence in L e (X' c9 Y) is provided by Proposition 1.2. We use the following notation:
1.1 NOTATION. Let (h λ ) λ be a net of linear operators from X' into 7. (a) (h λ ) λ is said to be wot-(weak operator topology) convergent to a linear operator h: X r -» 7, if (h λ x') λ C Y is weakly (σ(Y, 7')) convergent to hx r for all x' E X'.
(b) More generally, given subsets M and N of X' and Y\ (h λ ) λ is said to be Af ® N-wot convergent to a linear operator h: X f -» 7, if (h λ m, n) λ converges to (Λm, n) for all m E M and all n G N.
PROPOSITION. Le/ X Λ/M/ 7 fee locally convex spaces, and H a subset
ofL(X' e9 Y). (a) H is weakly relatively compact in L e ( X' c9 7) if and only if it is weak operator topology relatively compact in L{ X' c9 7). (b) H is weakly relatively compact in L e ( X' C ,Y) if and only if (i) H{x') is weakly relatively compact in Yfor all x' E X\ and
(ii) every operator h: X' -> 7 which is the wot-limit of a net (Λ λ ) λ C H is contained in L e (X' c9 7).
As an immediate consequence, we arrive at a first definite result on weak sequential convergence.
THEOREM. Let X and 7 be arbitrary locally convex spaces. (a) A sequence (h n ) n C L(X' c9 7) converges weakly in L e (X' c9 7) to h E L(X' C9 7) if and only if(h n x') n
C 7 converges weakly (σ(7, 7')) to hx' for all x' E X'.
if{h n x') n C 7 w wβέΛfy (σ(7, F)) CΛWCΛJ IΛ 7/br all x r E X r .
Note that proposition (b) of this result follows from (a) and the fact that a sequence (z n ) n in a locally convex space Z is Cauchy if and only if ( z n k+ι ~ z n )k ^s convergent to zero for all strictly increasing sequences (n k ) k of integers. 
7), then the set B H \ U° X V° is bounded and pointwise compact, hence weakly compact in C(U° X V°). Pointwise compactness being clear from the assumption of wot-compactness of H, the boundedness of B H I U° X V° is a consequence of the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem: given any x' G Γ, the set (Hx\ y') is a bounded set of scalars for all >>' G 7'. This shows that H | A^o is a pointwise bounded, and thus norm bounded set of continuous linear operators from the Banach space (X' υ o 9 U°) (span of U° in X' with ί/° as norm unit ball) into Y. This implies the boundedness of B H \U° X V°9 and the proof of part (a) is complete.
Part (b): Clearly, only sufficiency of the two conditions needs to be checked. Hence, assume that conditions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled. According to part (a), it is enough to show that H is wot-relatively compact. We show that every net in H has a wot-convergent subnet. By Tychonov's Theorem,
)-convergent subnet ((VXce rV ( ( W e rOγ -(^IΈΓ e r χ/ with respect to (7, σ(7, y)) This implies that (h y x') y C 7 converges weakly to hx' for all JC' G X'. According to (ii), h is an element of L{X' C , 7), and we just showed that (Λ y ) y is wot-convergent to h. This completes the proof. Proposition 1.2 can be used to derive the results of [62] on the problem of whether weak compactness properties of factors A C X and ΰCΓare inherited by their formal tensor product A®B-{a<8> b\ a G A, b G 5}, viewed as a subset of the injective tensor product X® ε Y. The heredity problem for weak compactness itself can even be solved in the most satisfactory way, eliminating the assumption of [62] that one of the spaces lor 7 be Smulian (weak relative countable compactness implies weak relative sequential compactness): Considering the operator space L e (X' c9 Y) 9 we first note that an obvious necessary condition for a subset H of L e (X' c , Y) to be weakly conditionally compact is that both H(x') and H\y') be weakly conditionally compact in Y and X, respectively, for all x' E X' and all y E Y f . We get sufficient conditions if we require that at least one of them be weakly relatively compact. Here is the precise result: Note. The assumptions of Theorem 1.7 are fulfilled, whenever X is a Banach space not containing (an isomorph of) I 1 [44] , or a reflexive Frechet space, and 7 is a Banach space whose dual has the Radon-Nikodym property [55] , or 7 is a reflexive Frechet space.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Again, as in the proof of the foregoing result, given a bounded sequence (h n ) n C L e (X' c , 7), there exists a closed separable linear subspace 7 0 of 7 such that the ranges of all Λ n 's are contained in Y o . According to assumption (ii), YQ is strongly separable. Let (yή) n be a strongly dense subset. Applying assumption (i) and, again, a diagonalization argument, we arrive at a subsequence (h nk ) k of (h n ) n such that (h' nk (yj)) k is weakly Cauchy in X for ally. Taking adjoints again, this implies that, given x' E X', the sequence (h n x') k is σ(7 0 ,(j/) n )-Cauchy. But, on bounded subsets of 7 0 , σ(7 0 ,(j/) M ) and σ(7 0 , YQ) coincide. Hence, {h n x') k is σ(7 0 , ί^)-Cauchy in Y Q , and thus, according to Theorem 1.3, {h Hk ) k is weakly Cauchy in L e (X' c , 7 0 ). An appeal to result (0.6.2) completes the proof.
We now discuss various special cases of the results given so far. 
i) H is weakly relatively compact in K b (X, Y). (ii) The set H" of second adjoints of members of H is wot-relatively compact in L(X", Y).
(
iii) (a) H"(x") is weakly relatively compact in Yfor all x" E X'\ and (b) every wot-limit u: X" -» Y of a net (hχ) λ C H" is contained in
Note. 
a) H"(x") is weakly relatively compact in Y for all x" E X", and (b) H'(y') is weakly conditionally compact in X b for ally' E Y', then H is weakly conditionally compact in K b (X, Y).
This is a consequence of Proposition 1.6.
THEOREM. Let X be a gDF space and Y a Frechet space such that (a) every bounded sequence in X' h has a weak Cauchy subsequence, and (b) every separable linear subspace of Y has a {strongly) separable dual. Then every bounded sequence in K b {X, Y) has a weak Cauchy subsequence. In particular, under these assumptions, K b ( X, Y) is reflexive if (and only if) it is weakly sequentially complete.
As a special case, we obtain: 
and Vclosed convex circled, be a basic zero neighbourhood mL e (X' c , Y). Then we have:
This proves assertion (a).
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In order to prove (b), we first show that the set U° <8> V° is σ((L e )', L e )-compact and then apply the Krein-Milman Theorem. Consider the map
We show that this map is continuous. Let (x' λ , y{) x C U° X V° converge weak* X weak* to (*', y') G U° X V°. Given h G L(X' C , Y), we have: ' λ -x') ,y' λ )\+\{hx',yί-y% Since, on equicontinuous sets, the c-topology and the weak*-topology coincide, the net (h(x' λ -x')) λ tends to zero in Y. Since all of (yχ) λ is contained in V°9 we thus have that the first term on the right is small for λ large enough. The same is true for the second term, for the net (y{ -y') λ tends weak* to zero. This proves the assertion. According to the Krein-Milman Theorem, we now know that ext(ί/° ® F 0 ) 00 C (U° ® V°). It is now an easy algebraic computation to show that ext(ί/° ® F 0 ) 00 C (ext U°) ® (ext V°). This completes the proof. 
Proposition ( 
Note. Since, for X and Y complete, X® ε Y is a topological linear subspace of L e (X' c , Y), Theorem 2.4 in particular describes weakly convergent (and weak Cauchy) sequences in the completed injective tensor product of locally convex spaces.
For the case of Banach spaces X and Y, the respective criteria for X ® ε Y have been proved by Lewis [37] . Related results in the X < §> ε F-setting are also to be found in [61]. [22] , and of Grothendieck [28] in order to derive further weak compactness criteria for special subsets of L e (X' c , 7). We single out several particular examples in Theorem 2.6. In the following theorems, ext Z' denotes the set U {e 
THEOREM. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces with zero neighbourhood bases % x and % γ , and let H be a bounded subset of L e {X' c ,Y). (a) H is weakly relatively sequentially compact in L e {X' c , Y) if and only if it is ext X' ® ext Y'-wot relatively sequentially compact in L(X' C , Y).
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PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be quasi-complete locally convex spaces such that X has a zero neighbourhood base fyl x with the property that ext U° U {0} is a weak*-compact subset of U° for all U G % x . Then a subset H of L(X' C , Y) is weakly relatively compact in L e {X' c , Y) if and only
if (i) H is bounded in L e ( X' c , Y). (ii) H(x') is weakly relatively compact in Y for all x r E ext U°, UG<%L X . (iii) Every (ext X') ® Y'-wot Cauchy net in H has an (ext X') ® Y'-wot limit in L(X f c ,Y).
Proof. According to [27, Thm. 7 .a], for a proof of the sufficiency, we have to show that all sets {B h | ext U° U {0} X V° | h G H} are weakly compact in C(ext U° U {0} X V°), U E % x , V E % y . This can be proved by a technique analogous to the one of the proof of Proposition 1.2.
As before, the last result can be interpreted for spaces of compact operators and injective tensor products. This is left to the interested reader. Applications to spaces of vector-valued functions will be given in §4. (X' c , Y) . For a proof of Proposition 3.1, we need the following technical result.
PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces. L e (X' c , Y) is weakly sequentially complete if and only if (i) X and Y are weakly sequentially complete, and (ii) L(X' C , Y) is wot-sequentially closed in L(X' Ύ , Y).
REMARKS. Recall that X' τ denotes the dual of X with the Mackey topology τ(X\ X)
LEMMA. // X and Y are locally convex spaces such that X is weakly sequentially complete, then every wot-limit h: X'
Proof. Assuming that (i) (h n x' 9 y') -> (hx' 9 y') for all x' G X\y' G Ύ\ and a sequence {h n ) n C L(X' τ9 7), we have to show that h is weak*-weakly continuous. First, our assumption implies that (h' n y') n is weakly Cauchy, and thus weakly convergent in X for all y Proof of Proposition 3.1. Necessity of the conditions is a consequence of Theorem 1.3. For a proof of the sufficiency part, let {h n ) n be a weak Cauchy sequence in L e {X' c , 7). Then (h n x') n is weakly Cauchy in7, and thus, according to (i), weakly convergent in 7, for all x' E X'. This defines a linear operator v: X f -» 7 with the property that (h n x f , y') -* (vx' 9 y') for all x r E X', / E 7'. According to Lemma 3.2, t; belongs to L(X;, 7). An appeal to (ii) now completes the proof. Condition (ii) of Proposition 3.1 is trivially fulfilled whenever L( X' c9 7) and L(X' T , 7) coincide. Hence, the condition L(X' C , 7) = L(X' T , 7) (together with X and 7 being weakly sequentially complete) is a simple, but seemingly quite strong sufficient condition for weak sequential completeness of L e (X' c , 7). It comes as a little surprise that, conversely, under the presence of the metric approximation property this condition is even necessary. The prototype result in this direction is that of Lewis [37, Thm. 2.1] in the context of Banach spaces. We extend Lewis' technique of proof to the Frechet space setting. First, we recall Grothendieck's notion of the metric approximation property for locally convex spaces. Proof of Proposition (b) of Theorem 3.4. According to the symmetry of the assertion, it is no restriction to assume that Y has m.a.p. For a given u E L{X' τ9 7), we have to show that u(U°) is relatively compact in Y for all U E fyl X9 i.e. that, given any sequence (x' n ) n C £7°, the sequence (ux' n ) n has a convergent subsequence. Following Lewis' idea of proof [37, Thm.
2.1], this is done by showing that there exists
We reduce the Frechet space case to a Banach space situation by means of the following facts: first, since X' τ is a semi-reflexive gDF space, the operator u actually is weakly compact [48, Thm. where (V n ) n is a decreasing zero neighbourhood base in 7, all V n closed convex circled. Denote by v n the composition The υ n are continuous and of finite rank, hence
f E X\ and m arbitrary. We are now in a position to combine Theorems 1.7 and 3.4 to conclude that for two reflexive Frechet spaces X and Y, one of which is semi-Montel, the space L e (X' c , Y) is a reflexive Frechet space. However, with a little additional' effort, we are able to show that the semi-reflexivity part of this result is true for any locally convex spaces. We need the following technical result which is a kind of "net-version" of Lemma 3.2. 
Weak compactness in spaces of vector-valued functions.
This section is devoted to a study of weak compactness in various spaces of vector-valued functions. Starting from the principle of linearizing vectorvalued functions, as indicated in Example 0.5, the criteria will turn out to be direct consequences of our general results in the context of the operator space L^F).
We place our results in the general context of weighted spaces of vector-valued continuous functions. These spaces have been introduced in the scalar case by L. Nachbin [39] , and studied in the vector-valued case by K.-D. Bierstedt In [9] , Bogdanowicz showed that a bounded sequence (F n ) n in C(ΛT, X\ K compact Hausdorff, X Banach, converges weakly to F G C(K, X) if and only if (F n (t)) n converges weakly (in X) to F(t) for all / G T. We now use the ideas of §2 to show that the corresponding result holds for just any of the weighted spaces CV 0 (T, X). This follows from a combination of Theorem 2.4, fact (b) above, and results of Summers [58, Thm. 4 .6] and Goullet de Rugy [26, Cor. 4 .5] (see also [50] Clearly, also Theorem 2.6 and the results of §1 allow pointwise-weak versions for weak compactness properties of subsets of CV 0 (T 9 X). These consequences are left to the interested reader. We only note here that Proposition 2.7 for the space C(Γ, X) co = L e (X' c9 C(T) CO 
. Then a subset H of E is weakly relatively compact in E if and only if (i) H is bounded in E,
(ii) H{t) is weakly relatively compact in Xfor all t E T (resp. /GS), and (iii) every pointwise-weak limit F: T -> X (resp. F: S -* X) of a net in H belongs to E.
(From results in [50] it will follow that Theorem 4.3 holds for any space CV 0 (T, X) as specified in Theorem 4.2.)
Note that our results on weak convergence and weak compactness in continuous function spaces contain corresponding results of [37, Cor. 3.7] and [61] as particular cases.
In concluding this section on weighted function spaces, we want to point out that the results considered so far also apply to weighted spaces of holomorphic vector-valued functions (see [4, 2.9] ), and to spaces of holomorphic vector-valued functions in infinitely many variables. In this As before, also the other results of § §1 and 2 directly translate into weak compactness criteria for sets of Pettis integrable functions. Let us note just on more special case. Others are left to the interested reader.
Taking into account the special weak convergence criteria in an L 
